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With the rapid development of modern science and technology, people are in an 
era of information explosion. Through the Internet, people have access to enormous 
information, which also includes an ancient art - music. In order to find songs people 
want, they need a retrieval technology focused on music information. Such a retrieval 
requires users to provide keywords. Obviously, humming is the best music retrieval 
keyword input method which is most easily popularized. 
Humming melody recognition technology is that humming documents are 
identified into a sequence of notes of the pitch and time value by certain algorithms. 
Music retrieval system is that the user put the music's rhythm, melodies, sounds and 
other data into the computer through a certain way, and then the computer retrieves 
the target songs that match the information from the music database. The combination 
can be called music retrieval system based on humming melody recognition 
technology. This dissertation aims for achieving the humming melody recognition and 
retrieval system, it studies the humming melody recognition and the corresponding 
music retrieval system respectively. 
In the aspect of humming melody recognition, this dissertation proposed a 
multi-level tone cutting method based on the energy block. The cutting method adopts 
different approach according to different situations of energy changes of singing notes 
switch. Then, this paper puts forward overtone series pitch calculation model. the use 
of overtone series theory can improve the accuracy of pitch recognition to a certain 
extent. Finally, the dissertation proposes an adjusting approach based on the tuning 
pitch theory, which is used to improve the accuracy of pitch recognition algorithm. In 
the aspect of music retrieval system, the database establishing scheme and the music 
retrieval algorithm are designed based on the humming melody recognition result. 
According to two aspects of this research above, this dissertation designs and 















The system also introduced a means for human-computer interaction to improve the 
accuracy of humming melody recognition and the hit rate of humming retrieval results 
in addition to using the above-mentioned theory.  
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率。实际上，哼唱旋律辨识技术已经成为 QBH 系统研究中的一个重要问题。 
1.3 相关研究概况和问题的提出 



































了各种有益的探索，并取得了很好的成绩。Lin[13]等引入了 Score Predictive Model






在旋律提取应用领域，比较知名的有 WIDI Recognition System（简称 WIDI）
系统。WIDI 系统的主要用途是音乐识别。它可以将波形文件识别为一个音符符
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